An investigation of valence shell orbital momentum profiles of difluoromethane by binary (e,2e) spectroscopy.
The electron binding energy spectra and momentum profiles of the valence orbitals of difluoromethane, also known as HFC32 (HFC-hydrofluorocarbon) (CH(2)F(2)), have been studied by using a high resolution (e,2e) electron momentum spectrometer, at an impact energy of 1200 eV plus the binding energy, and by using symmetric noncoplanar kinematics. The experimental momentum profiles of the outer valence orbitals and 4a(1) inner valence orbital are compared with the theoretical momentum distributions calculated using Hartree-Fock and density functional theory (DFT) methods with various basis sets. In general, the shapes of the experimental momentum distributions are well described by both the Hartree-Fock and DFT calculations when large and diffuse basis sets are used. However, the result also shows that it is hard to choose the different calculations for some orbitals, including the methods and the size of the basis sets employed. The pole strength of the ionization peak from the 4a(1) inner valence orbital is estimated.